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We'Moon

We'Moon is an astrological moon calendar. Ecofeminist appointment book. Daily guide to natural rythyms.
Lunar perspective through the 13 moons of the year. It also provides access to an international web of
fabulous, creative womyn. Art and writing from womyn around the world. Womyn-loving. Goddess inspired
themes. An active network of womyn sharing work and ideas across the planet.
We'Moon means "We of the Moon". The Moon, whose cycles run in our blood is the original womyn's
calendar. Like the moon, we'moon circle the Earth. We are drawn to one another. We come in different
shapes, colors, and sizes. We are continually transforming. With all our different hues and points of view we
are one. We'moon means "women". Instead of defining ourselves in relation to men (woman means "wife of
man" in Old English; female is a derivative of "male"), we use the word we'moon to define ourselves by our
primary relation to the natural sources of cosmic flow ("we of the moon"). Other terms we'moon use are
womyn, wimmin, womon, womb-one. We'Moon is a moon calendar for we'moon. As we'moon, we seek to be
whole in ourselves, rather than dividing ourselves in half and hoping that some "other half" will complete the
picture. We see the whole range of life's potential embodied by we'moon, and do not divide the universe into
sex-role stereotypes according to the heterosexual model. Instead, We'Moon is a sacred space in which to
explore and celebrate the diversity of she-ness on earth. The calendar is we'moons' space. We see the
goddess equally in the sun and the moon, in the earth and the sky.
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We'Moon 08 Datebook
With the theme this year of Mending the Web,
We'Moon '08 contains inspirational art and
writing by womyn on the growing edge of
international womyn's culture—and offers a
kaleidoscopic view of earth and the divine
feminine.

We'Moon 08 Greeting and Solstice Cards
The We'Moon Greeting Cards on the theme of
ON PURPOSE, are bright, beautiful, warm —
each card pack has 4 images and are blank
inside. The Solstice Greeting Cards, for your
holiday of choice and for personal notes all year
round, a collection of 4 powerful images from the
We'Moon '08 datebook, each with its own special
message inside, “We are all Connected,” “Love
and Peace,” “Celebrate the Light,” and “Peace
on Earth.”

We'Moon 08 on the Wall
A beautiful full-color wall calendar featuring
gorgeous art and inspirational writing, lunar
rhythms (daily moon phases and signs) and key
astrological information. Celebrate the colorful
face of international womyn's culture with
We'Moon on the Wall.
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